Why Don't You Tell Us What Your Credentials Are?
What Kind of Doctor Are You, Mr. Fry?
by T. C. Fry
I don't need any credentials. Truth is not enhanced by credentials, neither does it suffer
for the lack of them. I'm not an authority--there is no such thing as an authority--just specialists, i.e., those who devote their intellectual faculties to certain areas and endeavors.
If "authority" espouses the truth, authority is not needed. Truth stands on its own. If it is
not true, it fails. The very fact that we must take something on someone's sayso is the
surest indication there are no facts supporting it. Authority or dignity of station lend no
credence to anything--I repeat that, if it's true, it doesn't need some august personality-truth has always existed, continues to exist, and always will regardless of its situation relative to human knowledge. On the other hand, millions of authorities of the past are
passé. All they ever did was to give their stamp of approval to the errors of their timetheir "authority" helped perpetuate them.
Truth is its own authority.
In my case, I'm a high school dropout. The last grade ever completed was the llth year of
high school. Regardless of their degrees, those who espouse and advocate the truth in the
health and nutritional sciences learned it on their own--it is not taught in our schools or
institutions of higher learning.
I have no credentials, therefore. I like to tell people that I'm not handicapped by having
been formally miseducated--I'm not handicapped by having learned a lot of things that
aren't so.
Within the context of today's "health" authorities, credentials are a certification of an individual that will yield fealty to the medical system that spawned him/her. Credentials are
a badge of prostitution to the system. Physicians, for instance, are like trained seals. On
the presumption that humans can be poisoned into health with drugs called medicines,
physicians administer trainloads of poisons to us. And for this, their masters (the medical/
financial establishment) deify and glory them as well as reward them handsomely. They
have license to despoil humans any way they like without any real penalty.
As to being a doctor--yes, I'm a doctor in the true sense of the word. The word derives
from the Latin word, docere, which means "to teach." And, yes, I have some honorary degrees that say I'm a doctor. They were conferred upon me by institutions that were persuaded that giving them to me would serve their interests. I have no interest in those certificates, and I don't see them as being feathers in my hat. If I didn't know what I were
talking about, those degrees would be dangerous--they'd secure credence for what I say
even though error never deserves credibility.
Let's cultivate our ability to ascertain the truth. There's so much error in certain fields that
I'm prompted to observe: Most people are wrong about most things most of the time.

